
SCANDINAVIA TOUR                   

Cost Includes: Luxury Coach transportation, Ferries, 11 nights Hotel in Twin-Bedded rooms* (Bed & Breakfast)

8-20th AUG

Est Cost: £799   Deposit: £99   Single Room: £399

UPGRADES

DOUBLE SEAT & 
FREE hot drinks

£199
* 1 NIGHT IN TWIN BERTH CABIN, B/F not inc

THU 8   Depart from UK for our ferry from Dover to Calais.

FRI 9   Driving straight to DUSSELDORF where we have the morning on the viewing deck. We then depart for 
HANNOVER via a short 15 minute stop at BAD OYENHAUSEN (museum). We finish the day at HAMBURG. Our hotel 
is a short walk from the terminal.

SAT 10   After breakfast and a quick visit at HAMBURG, we drive north, stopping at FLENSBURG, PADBORG, 
SONDERBORG (with it’s stored ATRs), VOJENS, KOLDING and finally ESBJERG and our overnight hotel.

SUN 11   We start with a stop at STAUNING including the Danish Flymuseum, BILLUND (with more stored ATRs), 
then AARHUS. We then have a short ferry crossing and drive to COPENHAGEN. The evening is spent at the viewing 
park/cafe next to the runway, the FLYVERGRILLEN. Our overnight hotel is close to the airport.

MON 12  A free day at the FLYVERGRILLEN. Option to visit the Danish Technik museum, with a collection of over 30 
aircraft including a Caravelle, about 40 minutes away. We depart from CPH in the evening by luxury overnight ferry. 

TUE 13  We dock early morning and head straight for OSLO airport. We have a full day here including a visit to the 
Flysamling museum. We depart in the evening for our hotel in Karlstad.

WED 14   We depart today for our first stop at OREBRO. Then its on to VASTERAS and early afternoon we arrive at 
STOCKHOLM ARLANDA. We view from the spotters platform or terminal building. Our hotel here has a free shuttle.

THU 15  All day in Stockholm, with ARLANDA in the morning and BROMMA in the afternoon, with a full ramp tour. We 
then drive south to SKAVSKA and our overnight stay.

FRI 16   After breakfast, a morning ramp tour of NYKOPING/SKAVSKA, followed by NORRKOPING, LINKOPING and 
the Flygvapenmuseum, JONKOPING and finally GOTHENBURG LANDVETTER and our overnight hotel.

SAT 17  We visit CITY airport and the large AEROSEUM here. In the afternoon we continue south, with stops at 
FALKENBERG, HALMSTADT (with the BAC 1-11, SF2000 and Viggens on the fire training area), ANGELHOLM (with 
museum) then to our hotel at MALMO.

SUN 18  We have a morning visit to MALMO airport, then cross the bridge back into COPENHAGEN. A quick circuit 
here, before driving to ROSKILDE for the AIRSHOW. In the evening we drive back to HAMBURG and overnight at the 
same airport hotel.

MON 19   A quick terminal visit followed by our tour of AIRBUS at FINKENWERDER. Then continue on to BREMEN, 
with a short stop, then on to AMSTERDAM where we spend the evening and have our overnight airport hotel.

TUE 20  The morning is free to spend on the viewing deck or McDonalds viewing area. We depart at lunchtime with 
more stops at ROTTERDAM and BRUSSELS, before our evening ferry back, returning late evening.

This trip has been designed to not have too many long drives. The longest sector between CPH and OSL 
is by overnight ferry, allowing you to travel and relax overnight, whilst moving. The longest drives will be kept to about 

2 hours and there are lots of stops between main airports, We hope to add more stops if time permits.

With Roskilde Air Show

Why not fly out / back and join en-route?  -  DUS, HAM, AMS or BRU
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